The DAO Maker is a platform that enables Social Mining

The platform has the capacity to onboard the community members and investors of a
tokenized project or development. These onboarded users are given the ability to prove,
through a trustless manner, stake in a project or development by evidencing ownership
of respective tokens.
The DAO Maker’s Social Mining is pillared upon giving users the opportunity to partake
in productive work that adds value to the project or development that they have a stake
in. Each community member must self-report the value-added tasks he/she has
delivered, along with sufficient evidence to prove that it was him/her who conducted the
work or achieved the accomplishment of a specific project-enhancing goal. In addition,
the system leverages APIs that connect into each members’ various social profiles aswell-as Git work and then aggregates all community members’ reports and delivers
them via a news feed to other community members.
Each community member is then given the opportunity to evaluate the legitimacy of the
reported task and subsequently evaluate the worth of that task. Community members
may allocate value via a controllable apparatus that issues varying degrees of support
from each community member that votes on the value of a particular reported task.
Accumulation of votes leads to the growth in reputation of the person who committed
the task. At the end of a work period, the team of a project or development will allocate
a number of tokens that will be distributed among all community members who reported
tasks. The amount of tokens a particular community member receives is in proportion to
the net value his/her reported work received compared with the net value appropriated
to every other community members’ reported work.
Accumulation of value-add enables the growth of a community member’s reputation,
which is one of the factors that decides how much value a specific community member
can allocate to a particular reported task. Other factors, including but not limited to time
of active support for the project or development and amount of held tokens, also decide
the amount of value a community member may reward. Qualification for specific earned
tiers (worker; investor; spectator) within the community impact the validation power a
community power possesses.

